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Abstract
The development of AGRISPACE is a joint initiative of NILF Oslo and EUROCARE Bonn, financed by the
Norwegian Research Council in the context of the AGRISPACE project.
AGRISPACE is recursive-dynamic Multi-Commodity model for Norway which fixed international
prices, regionalized at the level of 18 NUTS III regions and further to clusters of farms. These clusters
have been determined by statistical analysis. Interregional trade flows and related price formation is
based on the Spatial Equilibrium approach. The about twenty agricultural netputs covered by the
model are simulated based on CES production function and CET function which describe competition
for primary factors at the level of the aggregate farm, i.e. between different production activities, as
well as between clusters in case of land and between the farm and the household for labor and
capital. Primary factor price can be either fixed or driven by market clearing equations linked to
regional (land) or household (labor, capital) factor supply functions. Final demand is depicted by a
Generalized Leontief expenditure system. Consumer prices differ from market prices by additive
consumer price margins which capture all costs to convert agricultural raw products to final demand
products. The behavioral functions are parameterized using Highest Posterior Density estimators
which use a priori information on elasticities in conjunction with constraints which ensure globally
regularity conditions.
The policy support depicted in the aggregate farms is a consistent aggregation from the full farm
population. Mapping changes in prices and quantities back to each farms allows a detailed depiction
of scale depending support as well as to drive a currently still rather simple module for structural
change.
AGRISPACE is encoded in GAMS and hosted on a Software Versioning System. It is steered by a
Graphical User Interface implemented in GGIG (GAMS Graphical Interface Generator). The market
model is solved as a Mixed Complementarity Problem with the PATH solver.
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Overview on technical solution
The model and the related data transformations are coded in GAMS. Code, data, the Graphical User
Interface and documentation are hosted on a Software Versioning System under the URL
https://svn1.agp.uni-bonn.de/svn/agrispace/trunk. Accordingly, a SVN Client such as TortoiseSVN
(http://tortoisesvn.net/downloads.html) is required to install the system, keep it up-to-date and to
commit changes to the central repository. A Graphical User Interface allows steering the different
working steps and to exploit results. It is realized in GGIG (Gams Graphical User Interface Generator,
Britz 2014, see e.g. http://www.ilr.uni-bonn.de/agpo/staff/britz/ggig_e.htm). The interface requires
a Java runtime engine 7 or higher (JRE, https://www.java.com/en/download/). Both TortoiseSVN and
the Java JRE are freeware.
The market model is defined as a Mixed Complementarity Problem (MCP) and thus requires a solver
capable to work on such problems. It is recommended to use PATH. The parameter calibration has
been tested with CONOPT. GAMS, PATH and CONOPT require a license. The GAMS code had been
developed with the latest GAMS version 24.3, but can probably also be executed with older versions.
The file structure follows the general template used with the GGIG user interface generator, with the
aim of a rather strict separation of declarations, processing code, data and parameters and results.





Gams
Dat
Results
GUI

Declaration and processing code, should not comprise parameters and data
Input data and parameters
Final and intermediate results, typically GDC containers
Subdirectory with definition files for GUI plus executable JAVA code

Note: the java code is not hosted on the same SVN, but embedded as an external to keep it
automatically updated.
The current realization is only a prototype, as the separate supply side module and consequently, the
farm structural change module, are currently still missing. In order to test the structure, set
definitions and data from CAPRI had been used. CAPRI comprises Norway at NUTS III level on its
supply side. The global market model of CAPRI comprises Norway as a separate country.

Installing the model and keeping it up-to-date
After TortoiseSVN has been installed, open the context menu of the windows explorer on the disk or
folder where you want to install the model, and select “SVN checkout …”

Afterwards, enter the URL given above in the related text field. If desired you can rename the folder
where the model will be installed:
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If there is a problem with the certificate, accept it permanently:

When asked, enter the user id and password provided for installation and check “Save
authentication”:

Pressing “OK” should download the latest version of the model. You can at any time update your
local copy to the latest version available on the server by an update:

How to deal with commits (i.e. changes you want to introduce in the code) or handling conflicts is not
discussed in here.

Starting the model and using the GUI
Before the GUI can be started, the Java Runtime Engine must be installed. The GUI of the model can
be started with the batch file “agrispace.bat” in the GUI folder:
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Should the GUI not open, most probably the Java Runtime Engine could not be found. Make sure that
a recent Java Runtime Environment 7 or higher is installed and on the PATH. That can be tested by
opening a DOS prompt and typing “JAVA”. That should produce output similar as shown below. If the
windows comprises a message “The command is not correctly written or could not be found” (or
similar), the Java installation did not register Java on the PATH or did completely fail.

If Java is correctly installed, the interface should open as follows:
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In order to run the model, the interface must know where to find GAMS. Hence, open “Edit Settings”
from the settings menu:

And enter under the tab “GAMS and R” the path to GAMS.EXE (not GAMSIDE.exe!), the following
entry shows an example. You can also press the “..” button to the right of the text field and use the
file selection dialogue to navigate to “GAMS.EXE”:

Please make sure that the GAMS directory comprises an up-to-date licence file which covers a PATH
licence.
You might also enter your name under “User Settings”.

Exploring results
The results can be exploited by choosing a task and work step, e.g. “simulation” and pressing the
“Exploit results” button. That will open the scenario selection panel:
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The drop-down boxes allow selecting results from different runs; the first field in each drop-down
box is always empty which means that no scenario is selected. The text fields in white next to the
drop-down boxes allow entering a description string for the scenario.
After the scenarios are selected, they can be viewed by pressing “Show results”. That will open the
result viewer. The viewer will automatically load the views from an earlier session, on first use, the
first view will be selected:

Details how to work with the views (e.g. how to pivot, add relative difference, sort, export to
clipboard, …) can be found in the GGIG user guide at http://www.ilr.unibonn.de/agpo/staff/britz/GGIG_user_Guide.pdf.
The prototype version offers already a rather comprehensive set of views related to the market
model:
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Macro drivers (population, income)
Welfare analysis (profits, money metric, tariff revenues)
Market balances (supply, demand, net trade, self-sufficiency)
Human consumption (per capita consumption, per capita expenditures, budget shares)
Supply (expected and realized prices, long and short run netput quantitie)
Prices (producer, consumer prices, consumer price margins)
Bi-lateral trade, transport cost and tariffs

The views are partially available in different configurations, e.g. a table, a line series graph and a
map. The following screen shot shows an example of a time series of maps with prices.

Additional views can be defined in “GUI\tables.xml”. For details how to do this, consult the chapter
“The structure of the XML definition files for the views” in the GGIG programming guide at
http://www.ilr.uni-bonn.de/agpo/staff/britz/GGIG_programming_guide.pdf.

Basic model structure
Regional and production resolution
The prototype version uses CAPRI data and (reduced) set definitions from CAPRI until a final decision
on the resolution is taken. The regions are NUTSIII regions as defined in CAPRI, with the exemption
that an aggregate of Akershus and Oslo is defined as no data for Oslo were available:
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The model comprises the regional set “rm”, which comprises additionally the “Rest of the world”
aggregate as a region:

In order to speed up solution by reducing the number of trade flows and related equations, only
trade flows between neighboring regions are comprised in the model, defined by the following set:
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A medium number of products are chosen, simply to test the model on a realistic size:

Market model
The market model is a spatial, recursive-dynamic, deterministic Multi-Commodity model solved in
annual steps assuming homogenous products and competitive markets. The spatial arbitrage
condition determines price differences and related trade flows between regions. The model treats
Norway as a small country such that international prices are fixed, and regionalizes Norway into
several regions. It uses (semi)-flexible functional forms with parameters calibrated to fulfill regularity
conditions.
As in all Multi-Commodity models, the model comprises three types of equations: (1) behavioral ones
which drive quantities supplied and demanded at endogenous prices, (2) price transmission
equations which describe how different type of prices depend on each other and (3) market balance
equations which determine equilibrium prices. The equations comprised in the model are defined in
“market\market_model.gms”. However, as mentioned above, in opposite to global Multi-Commodity
models, international prices are fixed in the AGRISPACE market model.
The market equilibrium in each region rm is defined such that agricultural output quantities
v_netPut plus netputs of the dairy sector v_dairyquant plus imports, i.e. the sum of ingoing flows
v_tradeflows from all other regions rm1 to rm must be equal to final demand v_finDemQuant and
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feed demand v_feedQuant plus export, i.e. the sum of outgoing flows v_tradeflows from rm to all
other regions rm1:

The equation is scaled with the sum of absolute netput and demand quantities(not shown above),
plus unity as a security device. It is logical paired with the market price:

i.e. if there is excess supply, the price must be equal to zero. The equation is switched off if the price
is fixed; that is case for global markets where prices are exogenous such that no endogenous market
clearing is described.
Goods are treated as homogenous such that price differences in space depend on transport costs
and tariffs. Specifically, the price v_priceMarket at origin rm plus transport costs p_transCost and
specific tariffs p_tariff to a destination rm1 cannot fall below the price at the destination rm1:

As international prices are given, ad-valorem tariffs can be simply converted before the model is
solved to specific ones. The equation is scaled with the average of the price at the origin and
destination region plus unity used. It is paired with the transport flows:

i.e. transport costs can only occur if the offer price from the origina rm (LHS of equation) is equal to
the price at the destination rm1. If the offer price is too high, transport flows must be zero.
Consumer prices are derived from market prices by adding a constant per unit margin, and
considering a potential consumer subsidy CSE. If that later is positive, is taxes the consumer:
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Currently, the CSEs comprise the dairy payments by the National Marketing Board for dairy products
in Norway.
The constant additive margin implies that per unit costs for processing, marketing etc. are fixed, i.e.
average costs are equal to marginal ones. Accordingly, the industries involved in processing and
marketing are assumed to exhibit constant-return to scale as assumed typically in CGE, and will be
profit less. Profits of these industries must hence not be calculated for a welfare analysis. The same
holds for transport costs, which are also fixed on a per unit basis.
Producer prices are equal to market prices:

Expected producer incentive prices considers coupled payments and quota rents, the definition is
combined with a simple price expectation model which weights last year’s and current year’s market
price:

Supply and factor demand is expressed by the nested CES functions. Input demands are driven by
the change in the related composite quantity v_xtNest and the relative price change exponent the
substitution elasticity:
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A similar function drives the demand for sub-nests:

The composite price index is calculated in its dual form:

As constant-returns-to-scaled are assumed, average costs are equal to marginal costs and the price
for the top nest must exhaust the producer incentive price:

The nesting structure used is currently defined as follows:
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Feed demand by the agricultural sector is described for aggregated categories: cereals, oil cakes,
dairy based and others. These demands are driven by the NQ profit function described above. The
composition of these categories is determined by a separated agents based on a CES-production
function with constant-return-to-scale. That establishes a zero average profit sector which does not
to be taken into when welfare changes are calculated. Two equations capturing the FOC from cost
minimizing at given feed demand for aggregates describe the system. The first one determines the
quantities, a function of the price of each ingredient, total demand and the price index for all
ingredients:

The matching dual price aggregator is defined as follows:

The dual aggregator is more stable in simulation compared to a division of total value by aggregate
demand.
The netputs comprise primary factors. While there demand is driven by the NQ system, the model
also can use a simple linear supply function for primary factors. For simplicity, the factor is supply is
also expressed by the v_finDemandQuant:

Market clearing is embedded in the e_mrkBal equations.
The dairy sector is assumed to work with fixed per unit fat and protein content of its netput.
Accordingly, fat and protein balances at fixed content drive the price for milk fat and protein:
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Raw milk input into the dairy sector v_dairyQuant(rn,”milk”) is negative to indicate its status as an
input, as a consequence, the RHS of the equation will become positive of the total fat respectively
protein delivered with raw milk exceeds the content of the processed dairy products. In that case,
the price for that ingredient will drop to zero.
The fixed contents also imply that per unit processing margins v_procMarg, i.e. the difference
between the netput price paid and the value of the fat and protein content, drive the allocative
decisions of the dairy. These processing margins are thus defined as follows:

The specific term for raw milk “p_dairyPayments” captures the subsidy to raw milk collection
financed via CSEs on dairy products,
A normalized quadratic profit function is used for the dairy sector, leading to the following netput
equations, driven by the processing margins:

Factor supply from farm group or regional level is depicted by linear functions calibrated again
elasticities:
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That endogenous stock is distributed to the clusters in the region and inside the clusters based on
CET functions:

The top-level nests (region to cluster) is only active for the three land category, as for labor and
capital, supply is modeled at the level of the farm group.
Matching dual price aggregators determine average returns to inputs at farm group (=cluster) and
regional level:

Final demand quantities depend on equations which are derived from the Generalized Leontief (GL)
expenditure system. The model comprises intermediate variables linked to that demand system.
Firstly, the value of so-called commitments, the constant terms in the demand functions, is
calculated:

Secondly, the GL expression which is the sum of the parameters related to own and cross price
effects pv_bGL times the square root of the product of the consumer prices is calculated:
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Thirdly, the derivatives of the GL expression towards each price xx are defined:

From there, the final demand per capita is derived, multiplied with the given population p_pop, total
final demand is calculated:

That GL specification is one specific realization of a type of demand systems proposed by Ryan and
Wales 1999. See the methodological documentation for further detail.
The overall model with the pairings hence looks as follows:

The pairings comprise both KKT conditions (spatial arbritrage, market clearing), as well as definitorial
relations.

Introducing policy and other shocks
The shocks are introduced in the model by a file from the “pol_input” sub-directory. That file can be
selected from the interface. It is included in the main program “agrispace.gms” after the results from
the baseline are loaded:
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As all parameter and data used during simulation are comprised on the p_data parameter, shocks
are defined on p_data as well (e.g. changes in income, population, international price, tariffs,
coupled and dairy payments, production quota). The following example shows a step-wise reduction
in tariffs over the simulation horizon until tariffs are potentially fully dismantled:

Another example provides the step-wide reduction of milk quotas:

Simulation
The simulation is performed in yearly steps.

Market model
The simulation with the market model is performed in “market\simu_market.gms”. It comprises four
major blocks of statements:
1. Loading the behavioral and other parameters in the model
2. Setting start values for the endogenous variables based on the baseline
3. Updating parameters which depict lagged variables in the model, i.e. last year’s producer
prices and netput quantities
4. Solving the model
5. Storing the results on the p_results parameter.
The code is set-up such that a no-shock experiment should initialize the model without any
infeasibilities. That is actually tested during the calibration, where such no-shock simulations are
conducted:

The simulation in each year updates exogenous parameters in the models, namely population, per
capita income, consumer price margins, technical progress shifters and border prices:
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Post model processing
There is currently only limited post-model processing embedded in the model
(market\sol_market.gms):







Storing of results (quantities, prices)
Storing of core exogenous parameters (transport costs, tariffs, population, income)
Aggregation from individual regions to a Norway total (see below)
Definition of net-trade and self-sufficiency
Calculation of a welfare analysis (see below)
Calculation of price and quantity indices (see below)

Welfare analysis
A standard welfare analysis is conducted based on the simulation results. Profits are calculated based
on all netput quantities and prices:

That requires to quantify the netput quantity of “other inputs and outputs” (INPE), the denominator
of the NQ profit function. That quantity is derived by first calculating the expected profits from the
long term profit function, the partial adjustment factor and the price used for normalization:
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These expected profits must be equal, according to the envelopment theorem, to the profit maximal
netput quantities at expected prices multiplied with the expected prices Accordingly, the netput
quantity of “other inputs and outputs” (INPE) can be calculated residually:

The quota rents are calculated separately:

Welfare impacts on the consumer are calculated based on the equivalent variation (EV). As the
equivalent variation will be by definition zero in a no-shock scenario and to capture the impact of an
exogenous change in income, the sum of EV and total income is used for reporting:

The profits of the dairy sector are calculated form the parameter of the NQ profit function and the
processing margin:
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An increase in primary factor prices leading to higher factor supply to agriculture can be interpreted
as welfare loss for those sectors which use less primary factors and offer it on the market.
Accordingly, the integral of the factor supply equation enters the welfare account:

Finally, tariff revenues, and costs for payments are calculated:

And the total welfare derived:

All results should are measured in Mio €. Welfare changes in relative or absolute terms can be
calculated directly in the GUI, where tables are available which show welfare results in total and per
capita, per region and at national level.
Regional aggregation
The regional aggregation considers two cases: (1) a simple addition:

And (2) a weighted aggregation, which requires that the weights were included in the simple addition
above:
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The aggregation of macro drivers and the results from the welfare analysis is defined as follows:

The relevant sets entering the aggregation statements are found in “sets.gms”:

Note: the regional aggregation is called twice as a batch include file: one time for the baseline
(p_data) and a second time for the current simulation (p_result). The code is stored in
“market\agg_reg.gms”.
Price and quantity indices
The model calculates indices compared to the baseline, i.e. using either quantities or prices from the
baseline as weights. That allows a quick assessment how the terms of trade for sectors and branches
develop. The following aggregates are currently defined (see sets.gms):

The relation to the components is based on set definitions:

The value expression is first calculated at baseline values, which is afterwards used for a division.
That avoids that the expression must be calculated twice by the GAMS:
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The calculation of consumer price indices and quantity indices uses a similar expression.

Tasks
Baseline
The baseline tasks builds up an ex-ante baseline, i.e. the most probably development of the
Norwegian agricultural sector under current policy, including already decided upon changes. The
baseline serves as the comparison point for counterfactual runs. Conceptually, two solutions would
be possible:



Use exogenous growth rates for quantities and prices, e.g. derived from the OECD baseline or
another Delphi process – that is currently implemented.
Use only some core exogenous drivers (changes in total factor productivity, income,
population, world market prices) and use the model itself to determine a baseline.

The model currently uses production, demand and prices from the CAPRI data base from the base
year. As these data will be replaced later, the code which loads and assigns these data is not
documented in here.
Application of growth rates
In order to develop an ex-ante baseline, growth rates are applied to the netput quantities, final
demand, population and income (see “baseline\baseline.gms”:

The growth rates are stored in “dat\baseline\growthrates.gms”. The only exemption provides the
development of population, here, growth rates are calculated from the change from 2009 to 2013:
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A special case provides the dairy sector. It is assumed that Norway is self-sufficient in raw milk, as a
consequence, all milk fat and protein used by the dairies must stem from milk output. In order to
achieve that condition, the milk fat and protein content of the all dairy outputs is scaled to match the
content of the produced raw milk:

Determining regional prices and trade flows in the baseline
Data on inter-regional transport flows are not available. Accordingly, we use the spatial arbitrage
condition, i.e. the assumption of cost minimal transports, embedded in the simulation model to
simultaneously determine transport flows and regional price differences. The given agricultural
netput and final demand quantities define the net trade of each region. Fixing international prices
then allows based at given transport costs and tariffs to find the transport and tariff cost minimal
flows which close the market balance in each region.
That is achieved in “baseline\trim_flows.gms”. The necessary model uses the same equations as
defined in the market model, i.e. the market balance, the spatial arbitrage conditions and the
definition of the consumer price:

During calibration, supply and demand quantities as well as world market prices are fixed:
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For non-trade product, one region is used as the anchor price:

Solving the model above will then determine both the trade flows and the prices:

The model is solved for each year, in order to make sure the correct set-up of the equations in the
market model, the variables related to trade flows and price are first deleted:

In order to define the processing margins for dairy, price for fat and protein must be fixed. Currently,
a simple rule of thumb is used:

Parameter calibration
The aim of the calibration is twofold: firstly, to find constant terms for the behavioral equations
which ensure that the model replicates at given prices the given quantitative results from the
baseline; and secondly, to ensure a plausible response of the model if prices change. The latter is
achieved by defining price (and income) dependent parameters for the behavioral functions which
replicate as best as possible given own, cross price and income elasticities.
In order to ensure that the model can be calibrated to a wide range of possible sets of elasticities,
(semi)-flexible functional forms are used in the model. These functions have parameter vector and
matrices with enough degrees of freedom to allow a calibration of an arbitrary set of own- and cross
price (and income) elasticities. Furthermore, their functional forms are chosen such that conditions
can be imposed which are in line with optimizing behavior. A first condition is that the optimal
quantities do not change if all prices (and income) are subject to the same relative change, i.e.
homogeneity of degree one in prices (and income). Secondly, a price increase of an output or
consumed product should increase profits respectively decrease utility, monotonicity. And thirdly,
the profit function should be convex in prices, i.e. a change in output prices leads to increase in
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profits which is higher than profit change resulting when output and input quantities are kept fixed
and only the prices are updated.
Netputs
The producer prices for raw milk need to take the quota rents into account. These are currently
simply set by a rule of thumb between 20% and 30% of market prices, assuming that quota rents in
the North (regions which come first) are lower than in the South where more favorable production
conditions are found:

That solution is only introduced to test the correct functioning of the quota mechanism in the model
and clearly requires empirical data for any serious application.
For the supply function, the normalized quadratic functional form is chosen (see above). The
production quantity depends linearly on the normalized expected prices, a general prices index
stored on “INPE” is used for normalization. Accordingly, homogeneity in prices is automatically
guaranteed. It is easy to verify that the derivatives towards any price (besides the one used for
normalization) are fix, and equal to the matrix pv_hess. That matrix describes the marginal change in
the netput quantity xx for a marginal change in yy.
Accordingly, the price elasticities hence are linearly related to the parameter pv_hess (see
“baseline\trim_elas.gms”):

In the above equations, the netput quantity of the general price index “INPE” is equal to zero, such
that the equations are only introduced for the other netputs. The equation also implements the
symmetry condition is only one half of the Hessian is used. The symmetry condition for INPE has to
be introduced separately:
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The homogeneity condition is used to define implicitly the cross-price elasticity to the general price
index:

What is missing is the curvature condition, which is imposed by Cholesky decomposition:

The diagonal elements of LU are non-negative:

The objective function simply minimizes the squared difference between the given elasticities
p_elass and the calibrated elasticities:

The calibration is performed independently for each region and year. As equations and effects
related to zero prices and quantities are removed from the model, before any initialization for
current region and year, prices and quantities are set to zero:

In order to prevent that numerical problems lead to very large and small elasticities, bounds are
introduced for the own price elasticities and the reaction to changes in input costs:

Especially the Cholesky decomposition v_lu provides a challenge for the solver, if one elements of
v_lu is zero, consecutive Jacobian entries will all become zero. It is hence important to provide some
starting values:
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Non-existing cross-price relation are not considering during calibration:

Once the calibration is done, the calibrated parameters, the elasticities and the LU decomposition
are stored in a GDX container:

The parameter p_data comprised in the container is read when the baseline calibration is started.
However, if not all required years are comprised in the container, the data are deleted:

Otherwise, the comprised parameters and elasticities are used as starting values:

The a priori netput elasticities are currently derived with price sensitivity experiments with CAPRI at
the regional level.
A priori elasticities with regard to primary factors are derived from assumed cost shares (see
baseline\baseline.gms):
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These cost shares are used in conjunction with the supply elasticities to define a-priori expectations
with regard to the impact of changes in primary factor prices:

Dairy processing
The proceeding for the dairy processing is identical to the case of supply, as the same functional form
is used. Clearly, symbol names differ and instead of producer prices, the processing margins are used.
Final demand
For final demand, the Generalized Leontief function form is used. The basic proceeding is equal to
the calibration of the netput function: the parameters of the demand system together with given
prices and quantities are used to define price and demand elasticities. The objective function
minimizes the difference between given and calibratde elasticities:

The homogeneity condition comprises all price and the income elasticities v_elad, i.e. if all prices and
income increase proportionally, quantities are not affected:

The additivity condition ensures that an income change is fully absorbed by changes in expenditures.
It is conventionally expressed by requiring that the sum of the income elasticities weighted with the
budget shares p_budgetShare is equal to unity:
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The GL system has symmetric parameters:

The relation between the income elasticities and the parameters of the system is given by:

where the intermediate terms v_GLDemGi and v_GLdemG are defined above in the context of the
market model. The given per capita income is given as p_inc, the per capita demand is defined from
given total final demand v_finDemQuant.l and the given population size p_pop.
The cross price elasticities can be derived as follows:

As with the supply parameter calibration, the homogeneity condition implicitly defines the own
prices elasticities.
The process is conducted independently for each region and year, after the successful calibration, the
parameters are stored on p_data, along with the intermediate terms of the GL system and the
elasticities:

The a priori demand elasticities are currently taken over from the CAPRI market model, i.e. they are
identical across the regions.
Primary factor supply
Primary factor supplied for land and agricultural labor is based on a linear function. The slope term is
derived from assumed relatively low own-price elasticity:
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The low elasticities will dampen quantity reactions in simulations, at the expense of stronger price
reactions.
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